
Kwiktrak Configurations

•From the worlds 
leading ceiling hoist 
supplier, a patented 
quick and easy 
ceiling hoist solution

Kwiktrak
Installations



Private Room Straight Track:

Configuration Advantages:
Cost effective use of funds
Quickest install time
4-way lift allows powered movement left and 
right along the rail
Return to charge to charger that can be 
positioned anywhere on rail
Use of lift for repositioning and turning in bed
Installed Price £1250



Semi-Private Room Straight Track:

Configuration Advantages:
One lift covers both beds
Multiple transfer points
Cost effective use of funds
4-way lift allows powered movement 
left and right along rail
Return to charge to anywhere on rail
Use of lift for repositioning and 
turning in bed
Installed price £1400



Straight track installed in 
Semi-Private room with 
concrete ceiling. This is 
accomplished using powder 
coated exposed uni-strut.
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Private Room Curved Track:

Configuration Advantages:
Access to washroom with lift
Multiple transfer points
4-way lift allows powered movement left and right 
along rail
Use of lift for repositioning and turning in bed
Installed price guide – approx £1800-£2000



Curved Track installed 
through door header and 
into washroom. Due to the 
difference in height from the 
ceiling in both areas the 
tracking was dropped to 
accommodate the lower of 
the two ceiling heights
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Private Room XY System:

Configuration Advantages:
Full floor coverage underneath side rails
Multiple transfer points
Use of lift for repositioning and turning in bed
Installed price guide £2250-2500



Semi-Private Room XY System:

Configuration Advantages:
One lift covers both beds
Full floor coverage underneath side rails
Multiple transfer points
Use of lift for repositioning and turning in bed
Installed price guide £2250-2600



4-Bed Ward XY System:

Configuration Advantages:
One lift covers all beds
Multiple transfer points
Full floor coverage underneath side rails
Use of lift for repositioning and turning 
in bed
Installed price guide £3000-3250



XY System installed into a 
Private Room
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Segregated Bathroom:

Configuration Advantages:

With use of turntables one lift covers bathtub, toilet 
and shower cabinet



A turntable allows you to 
join many tracks running 
in different directions 
together in one junction. 
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Semi-Private Room Curved Track with Exchanger:

Configuration Advantages:
One lift covers both beds
Multiple transfer points
Access to washroom with lift
4-way lift allows powered movement left and right 

along rail
Use of lift for repositioning and turning in bed



An exchanger allows you 
relocate the lift from one 
track to another.
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XY System to  Gate

Configuration 
Advantages:

The addition of a gate to 
the XY System allows us 
to transfer the lift from 
the traverse rail to 
another set of tracks. 
This allows us to access 
bathrooms and other 
rooms with the same lift.



A Gate allows you to travel the 
lift from an XY System  to either 
straight or curved tracking to 
gain access into washrooms or 
other rooms.
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Wall to Wall Installation:

Configuration Advantages:
When there isn’t an opportunity to install into the 
ceiling, it is still possible to install tracking with 
wall brackets and wall posts
Installation price add £200 to standard install 
equivalent



Wall to Wall install using wall 
posts. This is necessary when 
installation into the ceiling is 
not possible.
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A pivoting curtain rod allows 
you to drop the privacy curtain 
underneath the tracking in 
order to eliminate any 
interference with the lift.
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Kwiktrak
Matrix



Anything and everything is possible! We 
have never failed to find a solution!



Where do we use Ceiling 
Lifts…



Hospitals, LTC, Rehab Centers, Homecare, Riding Schools: the possibilities are endless

Morgue

ICU

Where ?



LTC facility
wards

private room

Where ?



therapy centre

rehab: gait training

Where ?



What configuration is best 
Straight track

J track

U track

X-Y gantry

…. the simpler the better !
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